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Matrigenics.14 G reactivates 14 genes involved in restructuring the
Extracellular Matrix for a 14 days visible anti-aging effect.
In young women, high cheekbones and a tapering chin form what is called a triangle of beauty. In older
women, skin sagging, forehead lines and nasal furrows delineate an inverse triangle of beauty.
With age, the genes that code for the synthesis of the dermal structural molecules – elastin, collagen and
hyaluronic acid – enter a “sleeping phase”. The Extracellular Matrix loses its structure and the skin loses
its firmness, fixing in long term lines and accentuating wrinkles. Forehead wrinkles harden the look, the
accentuation of nasal furrows and mouth wrinkles mark the bitterness.
To fight this genetically programmed inversion of the triangle of beauty, Codif Recherche et Nature
has developed a concentrate of fertile bases of Undaria pinnatifida called Matrigenics.14 G. Rich
in Wakamic Ester, this new active ingredient reactivates genes that have gone to sleep in order
to restructure the Extracellular Matrix.

BE INSPIRED
Undaria pinnatifida, also called Wakame, is a brown macro-alga from Asia where it is grown on ropes and then
eaten. It has been introduced into a large number of areas all around the world, either by ships or with Japanese
oyster spat. Codif Recherche et Nature cultivates Wakame in a protected area of the Rance estuary (Brittany –
France) on a system of submerged ropes.
The blade of Undaria pinnatifida is denticulated with a central nerve running through it. The stipe is flat. At maturity,
the edges of the stipe widen and become wavy, as illustrated on the picture above. These new tissues called fertile
bases or Mekabu contain the reproductive cells by which the specie is able to reproduce. When released into the
sea, the reproductive cells swim to a rocky substrate where they fix and germinate to create a new alga. The fertile
bases represent a concentration of life that not only ensures the reproduction of the algae but also its survival
across the centuries.
To assess the benefit of these fertile bases for ageing skin, Codif Recherche et Nature isolated them from the rest
of the alga to extract their compounds. Their laboratory has discovered Wakamic Ester, a sulphated galactofucan
able to activate the genes involved in the synthesis and organisation of the main components of the Extracellular
Matrix : collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid.

OBSERVE
MEMO OF SKIN BIOLOGY
In young women, high cheekbones and a tapering chin form
what is called a triangle of beauty. With age, the Extracellular
Matrix loses its structure and the skin loses its firmness,
accentuating wrinkles which delineate an inverse triangle of
beauty.

Evolution of the Triangle of beauty
with ageing

What is the Extracellular Matrix ?
The Extracellular Matrix in the dermis is composed of a series
of molecules that form a network or meshwork around
fibroblasts and ensure the structure and the tonicity of the
dermal layer. Three macromolecules play an essential part in
structuring this matrix:
- Collagen, which imparts tensile strength to tissues. It
is formed of three chains with a super-helical shape that
assemble to form larger molecules called fibrils.
- Elastin: these are elastic fibres which tend to roll up
on themselves and ensure the elasticity of the dermis. They
bind to collagen fibres to prevent stretching and tearing of
tissues.
- Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs): these are long, linear,
rigid non-branching polysaccharide chains, the most wellknown representative of which is hyaluronic acid. They bind to
collagen fibres and help maintain the integrity of the
Extracellular Matrix.
These three macromolecules which are essential for
matrix structure are knitted together to form a flexible
and resistant scaffold.

Schematic representation of the
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What is the role of the Extracellular Matrix in
wrinkle formation?
The development of wrinkles is due to a disorganisation of the
matrix, directly related to the quantity and quality of its
constituent molecules. The ageing of the skin is accompanied by
a reduction in fibroblast elastin and collagen synthesis, but also
by a loss of activity of the molecules responsible for maturation
and self-assembly of the macromolecules.

What is the role of genes in structuring
the Extracellular Matrix?
Molecular synthesis is controlled by our genes. Genes are DNA
sequences coding for the manufacture of specific molecules. The
reduction in gene activity with age results in a reduction in the
quantity and quality of the molecules produced.

Combating
ageing
therefore
involves
reactivating the genes that code for the
synthesis, maturation and assembly of elastin
and collagen fibres, as well as hyaluronic acid
in order to re-knit together the Extracellular
Matrix.

Fibroblast

Schematic representation of DNA
and gene expression
1 gene = 1 sequence of
DNA on our
chromosomes

Each gene carries out a
code to manufacture a
molecule

The translation of the
code leads to the
synthesis of the
molecule
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IN-VITRO TEST
The effect of Matrigenics.14 G on the gene’s expression of the Extracellular Matrix has been
evaluated on human dermal fibroblasts cultivated with 2% of active ingredient for 24 hours.

Effect of Matrigenics.14 G on genes
linked to collagen fibres synthesis

Gene’s analysis has been carried on using DNA arrays.

Matrigenics.14 G reactivates genes linked to the
synthesis, the maturation and the organisation of
collagen fibres in the dermis :
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Genes linked to collagen synthesis
+15% of COL1 (Collagen 1)
+20% of COL4 (Collagen 4)
+37% of COL8 (Collagen 8)
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Genes linked to collagen maturation
+ 61% of P4HA1 (prolyl 4-hydroxylase)
+30% of P4HA2 (prolyl 4-hydroxylase)
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Genes linked to collagen assembling
+50% of LOX (lysyl oxydase)
+43% of LOXL2 (lysyl oxydase-like 2)

Effect of Matrigenics.14 G on genes
linked to elastin fibres synthesis

Genes linked to the organisation of collagen fibres into the
matrix
+72% of LUM (Lumican)
+23% of DCN (Decorin)
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Matrigenics.14 G reactivates genes linked to the
synthesis, the maturation and the organisation of
elastin fibres in the dermis :
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Gene linked to elastin synthesis
+21% of ELAST (Elastin)
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Gene linked to elastin maturation
+36% of FBN1 (Fibrilin 1)
Effect of Matrigenics.14 G on genes
linked to hyaluronic acid synthesis

Genes linked to elastin assembling
+50% of LOX (lysyl oxydase)
+43% of LOXL2 (lysyl oxydase-like 2)

+ 68%

HS

Gene linked to the reinforcement and protection of elasin
fibres
+18% of TIMP2 (Tissue Inhibitor MetaloProteinases 2)
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Matrigenics.14 G reactivates
hyaluronic acid synthesis

genes

linked

to

+ 68% of HS (Hyaluronan synthase), enzyme responsible for the
synthesis of hyaluronic acid.

Effect of Matrigenics.14 G on the
synthesis of collagen 1.
Immunolabelling of collagen fibres

+31% of CD44 (Hyaluronate receptor), receptor to hyaluronic
acid, it maintains the balance between synthesis level and
degradation level of Hyaluronic acid.

Visualisation of the effect of Matrigenics.14 G on the
synthesis of collagen and elastin fibres.

Without Matrigenics.14 G

With Matrigenics.14 G (2%)

In cultures without Matrigenics.14 G, the labelling of both collagen
and elastin fibres is intracellular and with low intensity. This is
characteristic of immature fibres which have not been assembled
yet.
On the opposite, in cultures treated with Matrigenics.14 G, the
labelling is extracellular and with high intensity. This means that
fibres are mature and already assembled.

Effect of Matrigenics.14 G on the
synthesis of (tropo)elastin.
Immunolabelling of (tropo)elastin fibres

REVEAL
CLINICAL TEST
Protocol
- 2 panels of 22 volunteers
- Application of a cream containing 2% Matrigenics.14 G against placebo twice daily for 14 and 28 days.
- Evaluation of volume and area of forehead wrinkles, nasal furrows and mouth wrinkles.
Analytical method
Wrinkles were measured using a new fringes projection technology named Face Scanner III-EO, recently developed by the company Eotech (Marcoussis,
France). This technology uses the technique of fringes projection with 180° configuration. The machine can assess the signs of facial ageing in 3D.

RESULTS
Efficacy of Matrigenics.14 G on forehead wrinkles after
14 days.
Matrigenics.14 G significantly decreases volume and area of forehead
wrinkles by respectively -23.8% and -14.4% on average, versus placebo.
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A prolongation of the treatment to 28
days does to induce a significant
variation of the volume and the area of
winkles, compared to D14.
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Efficacy of Matrigenics.14 G on nasal furrows and
mouth wrinkles after 14 days.
Matrigenics.14 G decreases the volume and the area of nasal furrows
and mouth wrinkles after 14 days of treatment.
A prolongation of the treatment to 28 days, allows a decrease of
respectively -8% and -18% of the volume of nasal furrows and
mouth wrinkles, as well as a decrease of -9% and – 16% of their
areas.
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Matrigenics.14 G is a concentrate of fertile bases, rich in Wakamic Ester, which
reactivates 14 genes involved in the synthesis, the maturation and the organisation
of collagen and elastin fibres, as well as hyaluronic acid. Matrigenics.14 G
restructures the Extracellular Matrix to decrease and to smooth nasal furrows,
forehead lines and mouth wrinkles, thus acting against inversion of the triangle of
beauty and the accentuation of negative expressions.
Marine origin

Hydrosoluble
active ingredient

In-vitro test

In-vivo test
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MATRIGENICS.14 G : 14 days to recover the triangle of beauty

Cosmetic activities
=

Reactivates genes involved in the synthesis, the maturation, the assembling and the
organisation of collagen fibres in the extracellular matrix.
= Reactivates genes involved in the synthesis, the maturation and the organisation of elastin
fibres in the extracellular matrix.
= Reactivates genes involved in the synthesis of hyaluronic acid
= Decreases the volume and the area of forehead wrinkles, nasal furrows and mouth wrinkles
after 14 days of use

INCI name
Glycerin (and) Water (and) Undaria pinnatifida extract

% of use recommended
Matrigenics.14 G : 2%
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Technical department : infotech@codif-recherche-et-nature.com
Commercial department : commercial@codif-recherche-et-nature.com
70, rue du Commandant l’Herminier - BP11709 - 35417 Saint-Malo cedex - FRANCE
Tel : +33-2-23-18-31-07 Fax : +33-2-23-18-31-01
www.codif-recherche-et-nature.com

All our wastewater is processed and purified using filtrating gardens.
A succession of airtight horizontal and vertical filters is used to depollute
wastewater by the roots of plant species chosen for their draining properties.
Iris, water mint, flowering rush, willows etc… now form part of the image of the brand
which is recognized for its commitment to the preservation of natural resources

RPDOC126GB

CODIF Recherche & Nature is committed to sustainable development.

